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Abstract Weighted Voting Superposition (WeVoS) is a novel summarization algorithm for the results of an ensemble of Self-Organizing Maps. Its principal aim is to
achieve the lowest topographic error in the map in order to obtain the best possible
visualization of the internal structure of the data sets under study. This is done by
means of a weighted voting process between the neurons of the ensemble maps in
order to determine the characteristics of the neurons in the resulting map. The algorithm is applied in this case to the most widely known topology preserving mapping
architecture: the Self-Organizing Map. A comparison is made between the novel fusion algorithm presented in this work and other previously devised fusion algorithms,
along with a new variation of those algorithms, called Ordered Similarity. Although a
practical example of the new algorithm was introduced in an earlier work, a rigorous
description and analysis is presented here for the rst time by comparing the performance of the aforementioned algorithms in relation to three well-known data sets (Iris,
Wisconsin Breast Cancer and Wine) obtained from Internet repositories. The results
show how this novel fusion algorithm outperforms the other fusion algorithms, yielding
better visualization results for ensemble summarization of maps.

Data Visualization,

Topology Preservation, Ensemble Learning, Self-Organizing Maps

1 Introduction
The extraction of information from the enormous data sets that are generated by
modern experimental and observational methods is increasingly necessary in almost all
scientic elds [Patra et al., 2006] and business operations processes [Kohonen et al.,
1996] nowadays. This information extraction is dened as the nontrivial data mining
of implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful information. One of the many
techniques used to extract relevant information is data visualization.
Articial neural networks (ANN) have wide range of applications and are prominent among the great variety of analytical tools for multivariate data analysis and
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pattern recognition currently under development. In this work, we concentrate on SelfOrganizing Maps (SOMs) [Kohonen et al., 1977, Kohonen, 1988, 1995], a network type
that is characterized by the use of unsupervised and competitive learning to generate
maps that enable visual data inspection.
This family of algorithms was originally created as a visualization tool; enabling
high-dimensional data sets to be represented on 2-dimensional maps, which facilitates
data interpretation by the human expert [Gianniotis and Tino, 2008]. One of the most
well documented problems of all the neural network algorithms is that they are, in
general, rather unstable [Heskes, 1997] due to the fact that there are several random
processes (weights initialization, random selection of data inputs...) that take place
during the training of that kind of models. Taking this into account, running the same
algorithm, even when using the same parameters -except the previously mentioned
ones, that will be random-, can lead to quite dierent results, which makes it very
dicult to identify any result as objectively better than the others. Another typical
problem of these algorithms is overtting [Ling, 1995, Zhang et al., 1998], when the
adaption of the ANN to the data set under study is overly accurate, but it is unable
to generalize new data well. Thus, the use of ensembles is rapidly establishing itself as
one most widespread techniques for increasing the stability of an analysis model and
to avoid overtting [Johansson et al., 2006, Petrakieva and Fyfe, 2003, Schwenk and
Bengio, 2000]. This meta-algorithm consists in training several slightly dierent models
over the same data set and relying on the combination of their results, rather than the
results of any single model. It is based on the intuitive idea that a committee of experts,
each with their own experience in the same area, working to solve a particular problem
would lead to a more reliable solution than having only one single expert dedicated to
solving the same problem.
The technique is used in many studies that apply mainly to classication problems.
In this work, however, the aim is to obtain the most reliable possible representation of
a multidimensional data set over a 2-dimensional map. Classic ensemble summarization techniques are therefore not directly applicable in this case. Some models already
exist for the summarization of topographic preserving maps [Georgakis et al., 2005,
Petrakieva and Fyfe, 2003, Saavedra et al., 2007], although certain characteristics of
the topology preserving models have not been considered. The earlier models calculate
the best characteristics vector for each neuron in the fused map from the characteristics vectors of the neurons in the ensemble maps, but they do not take account of the
neighbourhood of each neuron. This results in poor topology preservation in the nal
fused map.
In this study we present both a novel variation of earlier algorithms and a novel
method for the fusion of the SOM called WeVoS-SOM that can outperform some of
the proposed models in several aspects of visual representation. Although a practical
example of the new algorithm was introduced in an earlier work, a rigorous description
and analysis is presented here for the rst time by comparing the performance of the
aforementioned algorithms in relation to three well-known data sets (Iris, Wisconsin
Breast Cancer and Wine) taken from the UCI web repository [Asuncion and Newman,
2007].
The rest of this work is organized as follows: Section 2 briey reviews the widely
used Self-Organizing Map algorithm. Section 3 presents certain quality measures proposed in the literature to analyse several aspects and properties of a SOM. Section 4
includes a very brief description of the ensemble meta-algorithm. Section 5 describes
the main characteristics of previously proposed algorithms that are used to obtain
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ensemble summaries of SOMs. Section 6 describes the novel proposed method for summary calculation in detail: Weighted Voting Superposition (WeVoS). Section 7 sets out
and comments on the evaluation of the WeVoS algorithm and the properties of its
summaries in comparison with those of the other ensemble summarization methods.
Finally, Section 8, summarizes the conclusions and outlines future lines of work. Appendix A also includes a table with full details and gures on the experiments and the
results, which are not included in the paper for reasons of brevity. Appendix B includes
additional gures obtained in the experimental part of this work.

2 The Self-Organizing Map
Topology preserving mapping comprises a family of techniques with a common target:
to produce a low dimensional representation of the training samples while preserving
the topological properties of the input space. The best known technique is the SelfOrganizing Map (SOM) algorithm [Kohonen et al., 1977, Kohonen, 1988, 1995]. It
is based on a type of unsupervised learning called competitive learning; an adaptive
process in which the neurons in a neural network gradually become sensitive to dierent
input categories, sets of samples in a specic domain of the input space.
As a result of the learning process, i.e. the presentation of all input vectors and the
adaptation of the weight vectors, the SOM generates a mapping from the input space
onto the lattice

U,

in such a way that the topological relationships in the input space

are as far as possible preserved in

U.

If not only the winning neuron but also its neighbours on the lattice are allowed to
learn, that is to adapt its characteristics to those presented as the input; neighbouring
neurons gradually specialize to represent similar inputs, and the representations become
ordered on the map lattice. This is the main feature of the SOM algorithm. Update of
neighbourhood neurons in SOM:

wk (t + 1) = wk (t) + α(t)η (v, k, t)(x(t) − wk (t))
where

wk

is the winning neuron, also called best matching unit (BMU);

learning rate of the algorithm;

η (v, k, t)

of this one, and

x

k

α

is the

is the neighbourhood function (usually, the

Gaussian function or a dierence of Gaussians) in which
winning neuron in the lattice and

(1)

v represents the position of the

the positions of the neurons in the neighbourhood

is the network input.

3 Quality Measures
Several quality measures have been proposed in literature [Polani, 2003, Pozlbauer,
2004] to determine the reliability of the results of representing the data set used in the
training, which are displayed by Self-Organizing Maps. In the following section, four of
these measures are briey described. Several measures are considered, because each of
them aims to measure one specic characteristic of a SOM. Thus, instead of a global,
unied measure, there are complementary measures that oer useful information on
the performance of the map in dierent representation areas. These measures have
been chosen with the objective of studying and measuring the widest possible range of
these characteristics.
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As mentioned earlier, this novel model entitled WeVoS aims to obtain a truthful

representation of the data set in a map, in order to generate the best results from
a visualization point of view. Hence, the most important features to evaluate in this
study are the neighbouring relationships of the neurons in the map and the continuity
of the map. In order to do so, the main measures to be analysed are topographic error,
distortion and to some extent the goodness of the map. The comparison of the models
in this research includes the mean square quantization error measure for the sake of
completeness.

3.1 Topographic Error

The main characteristic of the SOM is probably topology preservation. To quantify this,
a topographic error measure [Kiviluoto, 1996] is used in this work. One of the rst and
the simplest topology measures, it identies the rst two best matching units for each
data set entry and veries whether or not the second is in the direct neighbourhood of
the rst. This can be computed as a normalized single value, by calculating the mean
error of each neuron, indicating the overall quality of the map; or it can be decomposed
to be visualized over each neuron of the map. Its mathematical expression is shown in
Eq. 2:

ET =

where

1
|D|

X

u(xi )

(2)

xi ∈D

|D| is the number of entries contained in the test data set, D and the value
u is either 1, if the rst and second BMU for input entry xi are adjacent

of function

in the map grid, or

0

otherwise.

3.2 Distortion

As explained in [Lampinen and Oja, 1992], the algorithm optimizes a function known
as the distortion measure when using a constant radius for the neighbourhood function
of the learning phase of a SOM. This function can be used to measure the overall
topology preservation of a map in a more detailed way. It is computed as shown in Eq.
3:

ED =

X

X

η (vi , k) kxi − wk k2

(3)

xi ∈D wk ∈W
where

xi

represents each entry of the data set;η (vi , k ) represents the neighbourhood

function between the BMU and every other neuron in the map; (vi the position of the
BMU corresponding to

wk

xi ; k

the position of each other neuron in the network; and

being each of the characteristics vector that compose the network (W ). Further

discussion can be found in Vesanto et al. [2003]. Special attention is paid to this measure
in this research due to its relation with visualization properties.
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3.3 Mean Square Quantization Error
The mean square quantization error (MSQE) is a very widely known measure, which
can be used in algorithms that perform any kind of vector quantization. In our case, it
indicates how well the neurons of the map approximate the data on the data set. Or in
other words, how close or how far away the neurons composing the map are from the
dierent data entries they recognize (that is, the extent to which they are considered
the best matching unit for that entry), in the input space. It can be easily adapted for
use with the SOM, as shown by Eq. 4:

EQ =
where

|D|

1
|D|

X

kxi − vi k2

is the number of entries in the data set used

each presented input

xi

(4)

xi ∈D

D,

and

wi

the BMU for

of the data set.

3.4 Goodness of a Map
This measure, described in [Kaski and Lagus, 1996] combines two of the previous error
measures: the square quantization error and the topographic error. It takes account
of the distance between the input and the BMU as well as the distance between the
rst BMU and the second BMU on the shortest path between both along the grid-map
neurons. It is calculated by taking only those neurons into account that are direct
neighbours in the map for each input by measuring both the continuity of the mapping
from the data set to the map grid, and the accuracy of the map when representing the
set. The mathematical expression of this measure for each data entry is shown in Eq.
5:

|Kv0 |−1

d(xi ) = kxi − vi k + min

i
X

wIi(k) − wIi(k+1)

(5)

k=0
where,

vi

and

v 'i

represent the weights of the rst BMU and the second BMU

Ii(k+1) represent indexes of the
vi to v 'i , both neurons being
direct neighbours in the map grid. According to that denition wIi (0) = vi ; which is to
say, the rst neuron in the path is the rst BMU for data entry xi and wIi (kv' ) = v 'i
respectively, corresponding to data entry

kth

and the

kth+1

xi . Ii(k)

and

neurons along the minimum path from

i

, which is to say, the last neuron in the path that corresponds to the second BMU for
data entry

xi .

The nal goodness of the map is dened as the average of the values

obtained by Eq. 5 for all data entries in the test data set.

4 The Ensemble Meta-Algorithm
The use of an ensemble of similarly trained models or algorithms was conceived to
improve the performance of classication algorithms [Breiman, 1996]. It has been observed that, although one of the classiers in an ensemble might yield the best performance, the sets of patterns that are misclassied by the dierent classiers would
not necessarily overlap. This suggests that dierent classier designs potentially oer
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complementary information about the patterns to be classied and could be harnessed to improve the performance of the selected classier. The idea is not to rely on a
single decision making scheme, but to use all the designs, or their subsets, for decision
making by combining their individual opinions to derive a consensus decision [Ruta
and Gabrys, 2005]. The main problem of competitive learning based networks is that
they are inherently unstable due to the random nature of their learning algorithm. The
main idea of this work is that the eect of this instability may, however, be minimized
by the use of ensembles. The learning algorithm of the Self-Organizing Maps species
that their composing units (or neurons) specialize during the algorithm iterations at
recognizing certain types of inputs, which also determines the topology of the map. In
a similar way to the classication process, we can infer that the regions of the maps
that do not reliably represent the real nature of the data set do not necessarily overlap.
Therefore, the visualization of a single map might be improved by adapting each of
the composing neurons of a map in the best way possible to the data set under study
by using ensemble techniques, as they oer complementary visualizations of the maps
[Corchado et al., 2007, Baruque et al., 2007].
The idea of using several maps to improve the results of a single SOM has previously
been proposed in dierent ways. One of the most well-known is the Hierarchical SOM
[Blackmore and Miikkulainen, 1993]. This algorithm generates a pyramidal structure
of SOMs that creates a hierarchical representation of the data set. The higher level
maps are used to discriminate between the lower level maps to decide the one to which
the input data will be presented; inducing an initial clustering of data. The lower levels
are used to represent the structure of each of the clusters in detail.
In our case, the intention is also to use several maps to improve the results of a
single one, but in this case a hierarchical structure will not be observed. Rather than
using a division of maps to force a clustering of data, the maps in the ensemble will
be summarized into a single one, aiming to preserve the most relevant characteristics
of each of its components.
The algorithms that combine classiers can be divided into two broad classes. The
simpler types of algorithms [Breiman, 1996] merely combine, by averaging in some
way, the results of each composing classiers of the ensemble yields into a nal result.
More complex types of algorithms [Kuncheva, 2004] try to combine not only the results
but the whole set of classiers in order to construct a single better one that should
outperform its individual components. The second type of classier combination was
initially applied to classic classication trees. Its main advantage is that it combines
the improvements to classication quality with the simplicity of having to handle only
one classier [Freund and Schapire, 1996, Kuncheva et al., 2002].
In our case, the conceptual perspective we follow to improve the performance of
the model is that of a single summary or synthesis of the inputs stored within the
whole ensemble, that is referred to as `fusion' throughout this work. The main objective
is to obtain a unique map that may be seen to represent as clearly and as reliably as
possible the dierent features contained in the dierent maps in the ensemble.

5 Self-Organizing Mapping Fusion
The models used in this work are mainly designed as visualization tools. Classical ensemble results combination can be considered as a good option when trying to boost
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their classication capabilities, stabilizing its learning algorithm and avoiding overtting; but when dealing with its visualization feature an ensemble is not directly displayable. Representing all the networks in a simple image can only be useful when dealing with only 1-dimensional maps [Petrakieva and Fyfe, 2003] but it is unmanageable
when visualizing 2-D maps. To overcome this problem a novel ensemble combination
algorithm has been devised during this work in order to obtain a unique network that to
some extent represents the information contained in the dierent networks composing
the ensemble. The objective of the combination is to obtain a truthful and stable representation of data for visual inspection. This part of the work has several approaches,
two of which were already introduced in previous works on SOM fusion [Georgakis
et al., 2005, Saavedra et al., 2007]. These two approaches are described in Section 5.2.
A combination of both previous criteria called Ordered Similarity, developed under the
present line of work is also presented for the rst time. Finally, WeVoS-SOM is described in detail as a novel approach to the fusion of maps and as the main contribution
of this study. The description of this algorithm is included in Section 6.

5.1 Common Procedure for Ensemble Training
A network ensemble must rstly be obtained in order to perform any of the map
combination algorithms that aim to improve the results of a single map. The way the
ensemble is trained does not aect the way the combination is computed. In the case of
this study the training of all the map ensembles was done with the bagging [Breiman,
1996] meta-algorithm. The map combination is performed once all of the networks
composing the ensemble have nished their training.
Each individual map of an ensemble is trained on one of the re-sampled subsets of
the training set (n-1 folds of the whole data set), obtained as required in the bagging algorithm, using exactly the same parameters for training. This generates several slightly
dierent trained networks which are combined into a nal network that is expected to
outperform all of them individually. In order to force more commonality for all the
maps in the same ensemble, rstly an initial map is calculated. If it is considered valid
(a quality measure is within a threshold) all other maps in the ensemble are initialized
with the weights of that previously trained one, with an order of

10−1 . A quality mea-

sure is used (the MSQE, in the case of this work) to ensure that the recently trained
map yields reasonably similar results to the others, before it is added to the ensemble.
The value of that threshold is a parameter that must be tuned according to the data
set. In the case of the experiments showed in the study, the value was determined
empirically.
The dierent options that are studied for combining the ensemble network into a
single network, which summarizes its main characteristics, are described in the following
section (Section 5.2).

5.2 Fusion
In this work the term `fusion' designates the process that combines several dierent
maps trained as an ensemble (that is, over slightly dierent portions of the same data
set) into a nal map. In all cases, the neurons composing the nal map are obtained
as the fusion of neurons from dierent maps that are considered close enough to be
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fused into one, as they seem to represent the same portion of the input data space.
This is done by calculating the centroid of the weights of the neurons to fuse (Eq. 6):

wc =
where

Wk

1
|Wk |

X

wi

(6)

wi ∈Wk

are the weight vectors of the set of neurons to fuse. That process is

repeated until all neurons in all of the trained networks are fused into a unique nal
network. The criterion to determine which neurons are close enough to be fused is
what dierentiates the three algorithms in this comparative study.

Fusion Method 1: Euclidean Distance.

This algorithm [Georgakis et al., 2005] rst

searches for the neurons that are closer in the input space (selecting only one neuron
in each network of the ensemble) then it fuses them to obtain the nal neuron in the
fused map. This process is repeated until all the neurons have been fused. The algorithm
may be implemented by using a dynamic program to deal with its high computational
complexity, which is done through an initialization of the fused map by calculating the
fusion using only two maps of the ensemble. Then, the same calculation is performed
again between the resultant fused map and another one of the maps composing the
ensemble. This process is repeated until all the maps of the ensemble have been included
in the calculation of the fused map.
The main characteristic of this approach is that a pair-wise match of the neurons
of each network will always take place, so the nal fused network has the same size
as the single composing ones. Thus, all maps must have the same size in order to
apply this algorithm. It also implies that a certain global neighbouring structure can
be kept and reconstructed in the fused network, although it might not be as correct as
the neighbouring structure of the single maps, due to the fact that when completing
the fusion of two neurons, the neighbouring neurons are not taken into account. As
explained before, fusing two neurons will result in a neuron associated with a slightly
dierent characteristic vector. In visual terms, this is the same as shifting the position
of a neuron in a map. If done without taking account of the neighbouring neurons,
two neurons considered neighbours will not necessary be the two closest neurons of
the network in the nal fused map. The complete algorithm implementing this fusion
method is detailed in Algorithm 1.
As the authors state in the original paper [Georgakis et al., 2005], from the pseudocode it can be inferred that the computational complexity of the algorithm [Brassard
and Bratley, 1995] is of
ensemble, and

N

O((M − 1) × N 2 ),

in which

M

is the number of maps in the

the number of neurons in each map.

Fusion Method 2: Voronoi Polygons Similarity

[Saavedra et al., 2007]. Each neuron in

a Self-Organizing Map can be associated with a portion of the input data space called
the Voronoi polygon [Aurenhammer and Klein, 2000]. That portion of the input multidimensional space is the portion that contains data for which that precise neuron is the
BMU of the whole network. It is therefore a logical conclusion to consider that neurons
that are related to similar Voronoi polygons can be considered similar between them, as
they should be situated relatively close in the input data space. A record may be kept
of which data entries activated each neuron as the BMU, to calculate the dissimilarity
between the Voronoi polygons of two neurons. This can be easily done by associating a
binary vector to the neuron, the length of which is the size of the data set and contains
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Algorithm 1 Map Fusion by Euclidean Distance

Set of trained topology-preserving maps: M1 ...Mn
A nal fused map: Mf us
Select a training set S = h(x1 , y1 ) . . . (xm , ym )i
train several networks by using the bagging (re-sampling with replacement) meta-algorithm
: Mn
procedure Fusion(Mn )
initialise Mf us with the weight vectors of the rst map: Mf us ← M1

Input:

Output:

1:
2:

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

for all M ∈ 0Mn do
for all wi ∈ Mf us do

calculate Euclidean Distance between wi0 and ALL neurons of map Mi
. let w∗ be the closest
neuron in map Mi to the one selected in Mf us

w∗ ← argmini ED(wi0 , wi )
wc ← wi0 + w∗ /2
wi0 ← wc

end for
end for
end procedure

. applying Eq. 6 to two neurons
. replace wi by the centroid (wc )

zeros in the positions where the neuron was the BMU for that sample and zeros in all
other positions. The dissimilarity (i.e. the distance) between neurons can therefore be
calculated, as shown in Eq. 7:

P
XOR(br , bq )
ds(br , bq ) = P
OR(br , bq )
where

bq

r

and

q

(7)

are the neurons whose dissimilarity will be determined and

br

and

the binary vector relating each neuron with the data sample that it recognises.
The main issue with this proximity criterion is that it depends on the recognition of

data by the network, rather than on the network itself. This means that a neuron that
does not react as the BMU for any data could be considered similar to another neuron
with the same characteristic, although they can be relatively far from each other in
the input data space. To avoid this, all neurons with a reacting rate lower than a set
threshold are removed before calculating the similarities between them.
Thus, the neighbouring properties of the whole network are no longer considered.
The similarity criteria must be used again to keep a notion of neighbouring between
the neurons of the fused network. Neurons with dissimilarity below a certain threshold
will be considered as neighbours in the fused network.
This whole procedure implies that the nal map will approximate very well to the
data set, enhancing the vector quantization feature of the SOM. Its drawbacks are
that the number of neurons in the nal map is unknown beforehand (and will almost
certainly dier from the size of the composing maps) and that the neighbourhood
relationships of the composing maps will be ignored in the nal one, as the latter will
create a new neighbourhood for each neuron based on its dissimilarity with the others.
This characteristic means that the algorithm yields very dierent results in its quality
calculations that relate to topology preservation measures. A detailed description is
shown in Algorithm 2.
By analysing Algorithm 2, it may be inferred that its computational complexity is
also quadratic. In this case, the algorithm performs several stages of calculations that
are sequential and for keeping explanations clear are analysed sequentially. First, a
record of the data entries recognized by each neuron is constructed:

O(D × N ). Than,
O(M × N ). All

all neurons in each map are checked according to the usage threshold:
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Algorithm 2 Map Fusion by Voronoi Polygon Similarity

Set of trained topology-preserving maps: M1 ...Mn ,
usage threshold: θu , fusion threshold: θf , connection threshold: θc
Output: A nal fused map: Mf us
1: Select a training set S = h(x1 , y1 ) . . . (xm , ym )i
2: train several networks by using the bagging (re-sampling with replacement) meta-algorithm
: Mn
3: let θu , θf and θc be the usage, fusion and connection thresholds respectively
4: procedure Fusion(M1 ...Mn )
5:
for all Mi ∈ Mn do
. for all maps in the ensemble
6:
for all wj ∈ Wi do
. for all neurons in each map
. accept
Pneurons with a recognition rate higher than a given threshold
7:
Wf us ← wi if
i br (i) > θu
8:
end for
9:
end for
10:
for all wi ∈ Wf us do
11:
calculate dissimilarity between wi and ALL neurons in Wf us (Eq. 7)
12:
Di ← ds(wi , wk )∀wk ∈ Wf us
13:
end for
14: ( group into dierent sub-sets (W sn ) the neurons that satisfy the following conditions:
Input:

ds(br , bq ) < θf
ds(br , bq ) > θf
W sn

for all

15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

∀r, q ∈ W sn
∀r, q ∈
/ W sn

do

calculate the centroid (wc ) of the set by using Eq. 6
add the centroid to the set of nodes of the nal map (Wf∗us )

end for
for all wr ∈ Wf∗us do
Connect

wr

with

min
ds(br , bq )
br ∈W sk ,bq ∈W sl

end for
end procedure

any

other

neuron

.

in

for all neurons in the fused map
Wf∗us , if they satisfy

< θc

the remaining neurons for each map must be compared to calculate their dissimilarity:

O(N '2 ), where N ' is the total number of neurons of all maps that have recognition rate
higher thanθu . The same complexity applies to the calculation of which neurons are to
2
be grouped together: O (N ' ). And nally, the same occurs when calculating the nal
2
dissimilarity between the fused neurons: O (S ), where S is number of sets calculated
in step 14 of the algorithm, that coincides with the the number of nal neurons in the
map.

Fusion Method 3: Ordered Similarity.

In this study, we present and test a novel cri-

terion based on the cooperative use of the two previously described fusion methods.
The second fusion method (Voronoi Similarity) can obtain a very good adaptation
from the neurons of the map to the data set, with a very low quantization error. This
is a useful characteristic when the aim of the training is to learn and to represent the
topology of a 2-D data set; but it is not a great help when trying to represent the
inner structure of a multi-dimensional data set on a 2-D map, as a lot of neighbouring
information between neurons is disregarded. Neurons that do not recognize any data
entry are left out from the nal map, leaving blank spaces in their positions.
This situation may be improved by using either of the two previously discussed
criteria for determining the two closest neurons to fuse, depending on the situation.
The idea is to calculate the fusion on a neuron-by-neuron basis again, as described in
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both previous algorithms. The variation here is that, rstly the most similar neuron
in the Voronoi Similarity (Algorithm 2) is identied (see Eq. 7), in order to nd a
suitable neuron to fuse in a map from the ensemble. If the neuron in the fused map does
not recognize any data entry, then the search for the closest neuron in the Euclidean
Distance (Algorithm 1) is performed. The fusion of neurons is done in the same way
as both other fusion methods.

Algorithm 3 Map Fusion by Ordered Similarity

Set of trained topology-preserving maps: M1 ...Mn
A nal fused map: Mf us
Select a training set S = h(x1 , y1 ) . . . (xm , ym )i
train several networks by using the bagging (re-sampling with replacement) meta-algorithm
: Mn
procedure Fusion(Mn )
initialise Mf us with the weight vectors of the rst map: Mf us ← M1

Input:

Output:

1:
2:

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

for all M ∈ 0Mn do
for all wi ∈ Mf us do

calculate Dissimilarity between wi0 and ALL neurons of map Mi (see Eq. 7)
calculate
Euclidean Distance between wi0 and ALL neurons of map Mi
if ∗ P bi > 0 then
. the neuron is recognizing some data
. let w be the neuron in map Mi with the most similar Voronoi polygon to the one
selected in Mf us
w∗ ← argmini (ds(bi , bq ))

else . let w∗ be the closest neuron in map Mi to the one selected in Mf us
w∗ ← argmini ED(wi0 , wi )
end if 0 ∗

. applying Eq. 6 to two neurons
. replace wi by the centroid (wc )

wc ← wi + w /2
wi0 ← wc

end for
end for
end procedure

This way, the blank spaces that the Voronoi similarity fusion method leaves, are
lled with neurons that do no recognize any data; but the neighbouring relationship
between neurons are maintained and therefore, the topography preservation. This approach was dened and tested for the rst time in the present research and the criterion
is referred to in this work as Ordered Similarity.
The computational complexity is quadratic; as it follows the complexity of the main
fusion methods on which it is based :the Fusion by Euclidean Distance (see Algorithm
1 ). Firstly, a calculation of the dissimilarity between all neurons in all maps must be
performed:

O (M × N ), M

being the number of maps in the ensemble and

N

the total

number of neurons in the maps (as it is done in Algorithm 2). Then, the calculation of
dissimilarities between all neurons must be determined in which, as in the Fusion by
Distance, the complexity is therefore

O((M − 1) × N 2 ).

6 A Novel Fusion Algorithm: Weighted Voting Superposition
The idea behind the novel fusion method presented in this study, WeVoS, is to obtain
the nal map on a neuron-by-neuron basis. Unlike the three previously explained methods, which establish the best position for a single neuron , it aims to obtain the best
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position for a neuron and their neighbours. As a consequence, the nal map keeps one
of the most important features of this type of algorithms: its topological ordering.
WeVoS is an improved version of an algorithm presented in several previous works
on superposition [Baruque et al., 2007, 2008]. In this study, it is applied for the rst time
to well-know data sets to perform a thorough study and comparison of its capabilities.
The rst step in this meta-algorithm is to calculate the quality of each of the
neurons composing each map, in order to relay some kind of informed decision for
the fusion of neurons. This quality measure (or rather, error measure) can be any of
the many quality of map measures existing in literature regarding the Self-Organizing
Maps [Polani, 2003, Pozlbauer, 2004], as long as this measure can be calculated on a
neuron-by-neuron basis.
The nal map is obtained again on a neuron-by-neuron basis. First, the neurons
of the nal map are initialized by calculating the centroids of the neurons in the same
position of the map grid in each of the trained maps. Then, a recalculation of the
nal position of that neuron uses the information associated with the neurons in that
same position in each map of the ensemble. For each neuron, a sort of voting process
is performed, as in Eq. 8:

P
P
bp,m
qp,m
Vp,m = PM
· PM
b
i=1 p,i
i=1 qp,i
where

Vp,m

(8)

is the weight of the vote for the neuron included in map m of the

ensemble, in position

p. M

is the total number of maps in the ensemble,

bp,m

is the

binary vector used for marking the data set entries recognized by neuron in position

m, and qp,m
map m.

of map

p

of

p

is the value of the desired quality measure for a neuron in position

The weights of the neurons are fed into the nal network as with the data inputs
during the training phase of a SOM, considering the homologous neuron in the nal
map as the BMU. The weights of the nal neuron will be updated towards the weights of
the composing neuron. The dierence of the updating performed for each homologous
neuron in the composing maps depends on the quality measure calculated for each
neuron. The higher the quality (or the lower the error) of the neuron of the composing
map, the stronger the neuron of the fused map updated towards the weights of that
neuron. Either a single or a linear combination of several quality measures can be
used to determine the quality. The number of data inputs recognized by each neuron
is also taken into account in this quantization of the best suitability of one neuron
or another for the same position in the nal map,. In short, the fusion algorithm will
consider more suitable weights of a composing neuron to be the weights of the neuron
in the nal map according to both the number of inputs recognized and the adaptation
quality of the neuron. The model, called WeVoS is described in detail in the Algorithm
4.
So, in comparison with previously presented methods (Algorithms 1 and 2), when
updating the characteristics of a single neuron, this approach takes into account not
only the characteristics of that neuron, but also the topographic ordering of its neighbour. It is expected that this new approach will obtain more maps that are more
faithful to the inner structure of the data set from a visualization point of view.
In this case, the computational complexity can be considered comparable to the
others. As in the Fusion by Similarity there are several sequential processes in the
algorithm that are considered separately. Firstly, the quality of each neuron must be
calculated, which in the measures presented depends also on the data set used for
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Algorithm 4 Weighted Voting Summarization algorithm

Set of trained topology-preserving maps: M1 ...Mn , training data set: S
A nal fused map: Mf us
Select a training set S = h(x1 , y1 ) . . . (xm , ym )i
train several networks by using the bagging meta-algorithm : M1 ...Mn
procedure WeVoS(M1 ...Mn )
for all map Mi ∈ Mn do
calculate the quality/error measure chosen for ALL neurons in the map

Input:

Output:

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

16:
17:
18:

end for

. These two values are used in Eq. 8
calculate an accumulated total of the quality/error for each position Q(p)
calculate recognition rate for each position B(p).
for all unit position p in Mi do
initialize the fused map (Mf us ) by calculating the centroid (wc ) of the neurons of
all maps in that position (p) Eq. 6

end for
for all map Mi ∈ Mn do
for all unit position p in Mi do

calculate the vote weight (V p,Mi ) using Eq. 8.
feed the weights vector of neuron wp into the fused map (Mf us ) as if it was an
input to the network.
The weight of the vote (V p,Mi ) is used as the learning rate (α).
The position of that neuron (p) is considered as the position of the BMU (v).
.
This causes the neuron of the fused map (wp∗ ) to approximate the neuron of the composing
ensemble (wp,m ) according to the quality of its adaptation.

end for
end for
end procedure

training. So the computational complexity of that rst stage is

M

is the number of maps,

N

O(M × N × D), where
D the size of the

the number of neurons on each map and

data set. The total of the quality of each position for a neuron is also calculated in this
tage (as the accumulation of those values). Then, the initialization of the nal map is
performed as the calculation of the centroids for each neuron's position, which has a
complexity of

O(M ×N ). Finally, a calculation of the new position for the fused neuron

is performed by taking account of the weight of the neurons in the other maps, but only
those in the same position, which has a complexity of

O (M × N ).

In this case there

is no need to determine the BMU, only the operation of updating the neighbourhood
has to be taken into account.

7 Experiments and Results

The results of the experiments performed to test the novel WeVoS algorithm and to
compare it with the other existing fusion methods (Fusion by Distance and fusion
by Similarity of Voronoi Polygons) and a proposed combination of both (Fusion by
Ordered Similarity) are set out below. As explained before, three well-known data sets
were used for these tests (Iris, Wine, and Wisconsin Breast Cancer).
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7.1 Overview
The main objective of this work to obtain a fusion method that preserves the visual
representation of a data set. We begin with a visual presentation of the results of the
dierent fusion methods, which will help us to understand the analytical results that
are presented later on. The rst result presented is the map obtained by a single SOM
and the one obtained by each of the other three fusion algorithms. Fig. 1 shows each
of the models in a 2D input space. This input space is obtained by calculating the rst
two Principal Components [Hotelling, 1933] of the Iris data set and projecting all the
data over those two axes. The gures depict the grid of the model embedded over the
data set, providing an at-a-glance view of the adaptation of the map to the data set.
The four fused maps are obtained from the same ensemble of ve maps, trained with
the same parameters as the single map, which is also presented (see Appendix A), he
only dierence being the fusion method used to obtain the map.
It can be seen that the single SOM (Fig. 1a) has the regular grid of nodes expected
from this algorithm arranged so they can cover as much as the input space as possible.
The Fusion by Distance (Fig. 1b) tries to perform the best distribution of the neurons on
the input space, without taking their neighbourhood into account. So the result is still
a grid, but with an obviously messy layout. Fusion by Similarity (Fig. 1c) therefore
yields a structure that is no longer a grid, but rather a set of connected neurons,
arranged around the disposition of the data set. Instead of a grid, this fusion method
presents a graph as a result. This means that the edges represent a certain similarity
to Voronoi polygons, but they are not neighbouring in the 2D output space. As the
Fusion by Ordered Similarity (Fig. 1d) follows mainly the Fusion by Distance algorithm,
although considering the neurons to be fused in a dierent way; the results obtained
are very similar to those of the Fusion by Distance. A grid structure is present, but
the positions of the neurons do not clearly match an ordered grid. Finally, the WeVoS
algorithm (Fig. 1e) obtains a clear grid arranged over the data set. It can easily be
seen that the grid obtained by WeVoS is spread over the data set more than the single
model, thereby obtaining a sparser data display when the data is represented in the
output space of the 2D map.

7.2 Stability Test
The experiment consists in training an ensemble of SOMs over a data set several times.
Some outliers are also included in the sample in order to include a source of instability
in the data set. Each iteration reduces the number of original elements in the data
set, while the number of included outliers remains the same. Also, some outliers are
included in the sample. The objective is to verify the degree to which the maps obtained
by the fusion algorithms are aected by the reduction in the number of samples with
which they are trained. For each step in the experiment a 5-fold cross-validation is
performed. The data set is a horseshoe shaped 2-D data set, similar to the one used
in [Kaski and Lagus, 1996]. It has 570 entries in the rst step and 163 in the last one.
The Distortion measure obtained in each of the steps for each of the models compared
is presented in Fig. 2.
By inspecting Fig. 2, it is obvious that the Distortion of the entire model increases
as the number of samples available for training the algorithm decreases. The dierence
in how this distortion changes with the inclusion of less data in the analysis is a very
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(a) Single SOM

(b) Fusion by Distance

(c) Fusion by Similarity

(d) Fusion by Ordered Similarity

(e) WeVoS

Figure 1: The ve models (four ensemble fusion models and the single model) discussed
in the paper embedded into a 2D representation of the Iris data set. Both the data set
and the grids were projected over the rst two Principal Components calculated from
the data set. The main point of this visual comparison is to show how the neurons of
each map are organized.
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Figure 2: Distortion measured over four dierent fusion algorithms for a 1-D ensemble
of SOMs. Y-axis represents the number of samples taken from the data set where used
in the training. The X-axis represents the value of the distortion measure.

interesting feature in the gure. It is easy to see that the WeVoS model has the lowest
increase in Distortion. It is followed by the single SOM and by the other two fusion
algorithms (Fusion by Distance and Fusion by Ordered Similarity). In Fig. 2 Fusion
by Similarity does not appear because its distortion is far higher than

14 × 10−3

and

including it into the gure would make dicult to distinguish the dierence between
the other four fusion methods. This is proof of the additional stability that may be
achieved through the use of ensemble meta-algorithms when they are combined with
rather unstable models such as the SOM.

7.3 Experiments Settings

For all the experiments presented in Sections 7.4, 7.6 and 7.5 the settings are the same.
A 5-fold cross-validation is used to train and test the maps of the ensembles. The
corresponding data set is randomly divided into ve dierent folds of the same size, each
of which have the same data distribution for all the classes presented in the ensemble.
In each iteration of the cross-validation, four of the ve folds are used as the training
data set and the remaining fold is used to calculate the measures that are presented.
That procedure is repeated ve times, each considering a dierent fold the test fold,
so each entry of the data set is used both to train and to test the fusion methods.
Finally the mean of the ve results (one for each step in cross-validation) obtained for
each experiment is calculated to obtain the measure displayed in the gures of Section
7.4, Section 7.6 and Section 7.5. The parameters used in each experiment, both for the
training of the SOM and for the fusion of the ensembles, are presented in Table 1 (see
Appendix A). All parameters have been chosen empirically.
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7.4 Iris Results

Fig. 3 presents the values obtained for each of the four measures described in Section
3 calculated for the four dierent fusion methods and the single SOM. The charts
represent the evolution of the measure of the four measures (Y-axis) with the increasing
number of maps used in the ensemble (X-axis). The tests have been performed in
this case using the Iris data set. This data set is formed by 150 entries, belonging to
three dierent classes. Each entry is composed of four dierent dimensions or variables
[Asuncion and Newman, 2007] All the measures shown are error measures, so the result
is considered to be better the closer it is to 0. Regarding the quantization error (Fig. 3a),
it appears that all the ensemble methods obtain higher errors than the single model,
except for the Fusion by Similarity. This situation was expected, as none of the fusion
algorithms aim to obtain a lower quantization error. On the contrary, one of the ideas
behind the algorithms is to reduce the potential overtting of a single map, whether
it is for obtaining better classication accuracy or a better visual representation of the
data set. However, a sign of this overtting would be an overly low quantization error
[Ling, 1995]. The case of Fusion by Similarity is dierent, as the nal map will have
fewer neurons than the rest of the maps, as neurons with a low activation rate are
removed from the nal fused map. Therefore, the presence of fewer neurons implies
less error, as fewer neurons contribute to the total error obtained by the map. The
mean is calculated from the data set input and not from the neuron in the map, so the
mean obtained with fewer neurons will be lower than other maps with more neurons.

Concentrating on measures directly related with visualization, it may be observed
that, in general, the ensemble fusion methods, with the exception of WeVoS, perform
worse than the single map. In Topographic error (Fig. 3b) the three previous fusion
algorithms obtain a far higher error than the single SOM. WeVoS obtains a similar
error to the SOM, although in most cases it is a bit higher. It is worth noting that
this measure is one of the oldest and most simplistic measures for topographic ordering
and is not widely regarded as a very trustful one. The results of the next measure -the
Distortion (Fig. 3c)- appear to contradict the previous one. In this case we can see that
WeVoS consistently presents lower distortion error than the single SOM and the latter
a lower error than the other three fusion algorithms. In this case, the advantage of using
WeVoS would appear to be worth the added eort of constructing an ensemble. Finally
in the case of the Goodness of map (Fig. 3d), which as stated before is a measure
that combines quantization and topographic characteristics of the SOM, both WeVoS
and the single SOM obtain similar results, although once again it is the single SOM
which obtains a slightly lower error. It may be concluded that, although WeVoS can
obtain a map with less distortion than the single SOM, the data quantization error
means that this measure is higher for WeVoS which, as may be seen in Fig. 3a, yields a
higher quantization error than for the SOM. This is also the reason why the Fusion by
Similarity obtains such a low value for the Goodness of map, even lower than the single
SOM. As an overall observation, it is also worth pointing out that WeVoS obtains quite
stable results, varying slightly depending on the number of maps; in contrast with the
other three fusion algorithms, which yield high variations in their results, and in many
cases the error even increases with the number of maps. Obviously the single SOM
obtains stable results, as its results are always measured from the training of a single
map with the same parameters but with slightly dierent sets of data inputs.
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(a) Mean Quantization Error

(b) Topographic Error

(c) Distortion

(d) Goodness of Map

Figure 3: Measures for all the four quality measures obtained from the four dierent
fusion algorithms, plus the single SOM. The X-axis represents the number of maps
used in the ensemble. The Y-axis represents the value of each measure. The tests were
performed using the Iris data set.

7.5 Cancer Results

The following gures (Figs. 5(a)-5(d)) present the values obtained for each of the four
error measures described in Section 3 calculated for the four dierent fusion methods
and the single SOM. The charts represent the evolution of the error measures (Y-axis)
with the increase of maps used in the ensemble (X-axis). The data set employed for
the following tests was the Wisconsin Breast Cancer data set [Asuncion and Newman,
2007]. This data set is formed by 683 entries, belonging to two dierent classes. Each
entry is composed by 9 dierent dimensions or variables. The results in this case also
prove that previously presented results are consistent, as almost the same remarks
made for previous experiments are applicable to this one, except for the quantization
error.
In this case, the Quantization error (Fig. 4a) results dier greatly from the two
previous experiments. The fusion methods, except for WeVoS obtain lower errors than
the single SOM. This is probably due to the nature of this particular data set, which is
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(a) Mean Quantization Error

(b) Topographic Error

(c) Distortion

(d) Goodness of Map

Figure 4: Measures for all the four quality measures obtained from the four dierent
fusion methods, plus the single SOM. The X-axis represents the number of maps used
in the ensemble. The Y-axis represents the value of each measure. The tests were
performed using the Wisconsin Breast Cancer data set.

far less sparse than the previous two; favouring algorithms that disperse their neurons
along the input space. The Topographic and Distortion errors (Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c)
are similar in this experiment to the rst one (using the Iris data set). While the
topographic error is lower for the single SOM, WeVoS is the fusion method that obtains
the lowest Distortion. The other fusion algorithms obtain higher errors than these two
in both measures. Finally, regarding the Goodness of map (Fig. 4d), the performance
of the single SOM and WeVoS are again quite similarly, and the single SOM once again
obtains a slightly lower error. The dierence in this case is that the Fusion by Similarity
does not obtain a lower error than the SOM, as in the rst case, but a slightly higher
error than WeVoS.
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(a) Mean Quantization Error

(b) Topographic Error

(c) Distortion

(d) Goodness of Map

Figure 5: Measures for all the four quality measures obtained from the four dierent
fusion algorithms, plus the single SOM. The X-axis represents the number of maps
used in the ensemble. The Y-axis represents the value of each measure. The tests were
performed using the Wine data set.

7.6 Wine Results

The following gures (Fig. 5) present the values obtained for each of the four measures
described in Section 3 calculated for the four dierent fusion methods and the single
SOM. The charts represent the evolution of the error measures (Y-axis) with the increase of the number of maps used in the ensemble (X-axis). The test makes use of the
Wine data set [Asuncion and Newman, 2007]. This data set is formed by 178 entries,
belonging to three dierent classes. Each entry is composed by 13 dierent dimensions
or variables.
In this case the Mean Quantization Error (Fig. 5a) yields a slightly dierent result
compared with the results of the Iris or Cancer data set (Fig. 3a). Fusion by Distance
and by Ordered Similarity still obtain far higher errors than the rest, but in this case
the Fusion by Similarity does not clearly outperform the results of the other fusion
methods, obtaining similar results only when the size of the ensemble is of ve maps
or more (represented in X-axis). In this case too, WeVoS and the single SOM obtain
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very similar results, the performance of WeVoS being comparable to the single SOM.
With regard to Topographic Error (Fig. 5b), in this case it is the WeVoS algorithm that
clearly outperforms the rest, being lower than that of the single SOM and much lower
than the rest of the ensemble fusion methods. On the other hand, the WeVoS Distortion
measure (Fig. 5c) does not clearly outperform that of the single SOM, although the
former still performs much better than the other ensemble fusion methods. Again in
this case, contrary to the previous experiments, the Goodness of map (Fig. 5d) is better
in the WeVoS algorithm than in the single SOM, and these two results are far better
than Fusion by Distance and Fusion by Ordered Similarity. Once again, Fusion by
Similarity seems to obtain better results than any other, but as explained earlier, the
quantization characteristic of this map will always obtain better results, as it contains
less neurons to add to the total error. As the Goodness of maps is a measure involving
quantization, Fusion by Similarity obtains very dierent results compared with the
other algorithms.

7.7 Overall Remarks
As seen in the analytical results it can be inferred that the usefulness of the ensemble
meta-algorithms and WeVoS fusion in particular depends to a certain degree on the
sparseness of the data set that is analyzed. By sparse data set we mean a data set
with a high number of dimensions but a relatively low number of entries. This sparsity
is intuitively related to the complexity of learning or of extracting correct patterns from
that data. Nevertheless, there are several consistent results that are worth noting. The
WeVoS-SOM algorithm does not obtain a lower Quantization error than the Single
SOM in any experiment, as this model focuses on structure visualization more than on
the vector quantization capabilities of the maps they generate. The Topographic error
does not give conclusive results, as only in one experiment does it clearly dier from the
WeVoS-SOM and the Single SOM. This was to some extent predictable, as this measure
is widely considered a very simplistic one.Interestingly, the Distortion measure , which
represents the topographical ordering of the maps and is clearly and consistently lower
for the WeVoS-SOM than for the single SOM in two out of three experiments. The
experiment where this is not true corresponds to the Wine data set (Section 7.5),
which is the most complicated data set in the study. This data set includes the highest
number of dimensions 13 and relatively few entries 178 to analyse. Compared
with the Iris (only 4 dimensions and 150 entries) and the Cancer (9 dimensions, but
683 entries), the nature of the Wine data set makes its analysis and visualization a
much more dicult task. The Goodness of Map, a measure combining quantization
and topographic preservation measurement, oers rather complementary results to
Distortion. For the previously devised ensemble models (Fusion by Distance, Fusion
by Similarity) and its combination (Fusion by Ordered Similarity) is generally quite
high compared with the WeVoS-SOM and the Single SOM, which have a rather similar
low value. In two of the three experiments Iris and Cancer, the single SOM obtains
better results, due mainly to the quantization capabilities of the WeVoS-SOM, which
are not as good. But in the third experiment Wine the WeVoS-SOM model obtains
consistently better results than the Single SOM, which involves the most complex data
set under study. The results in this case are due to the combination of the characteristic
low Distortion measure of the WeVoS-SOM and the low Quantization error obtained
by WeVoS-SOM in this particular experiment. The described situation suggests that,
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as expected, the advantages of using the ensemble meta-algorithm, and particularly
the WeVoS-SOM; appear more evident when the data set under study becomes more
complex. Ordered Similarity, the other fusion method presented in this study, does not
appear to be viable, as in almost every case it obtains higher errors than WeVoS. The
main problem with this algorithm seems to be that, by trying to overcome the problems
of two previous fusion methods (Fusion by Distance and Fusion by Similarity) it, in
turn, ends up being unable to outperform the best aspects of the other methods. So,
while it does indeed obtain better results in neighbourhood preservation than Fusion
by Similarity (see topographic errors and distortion measures), it never outperforms
Fusion by Distance in those measures; and it does not really outperform the best aspect
of Fusion by Similarity: the quantization error. As a result, it yields the worst results
for the goodness of maps.

8 Conclusions and Future Work
This study presents the capabilities of a novel method for the fusion of an ensemble
of Self-Organizing Maps called Weighted Voting superposition (WeVoS), which aims
to obtain the most truthful visual representation of a high-dimensional data set in the
form of a 2D map. The combination of these algorithms is identied as WeVoS-SOM.
Although the method had been devised and was initially presented as a solution to a
particular problem, a complete study of its performance using several widely known
real data sets has been presented in this study, and analyzed with a variety of analytical quality measures. As may be observed from the results (both the analytical results
in Section 7.3 and the visual representations in Figs. 1, and from Fig. 6 to Fig. 10
in Appendix B), the main feature of this novel algorithm entitled Weighted Voting
Superposition (WeVoS) is a more reliable visual representation of the data set due to enhancement of the topology preservation feature, which is one of the most important for
the original model that is to be improved. This characteristic is measured by Distortion,
and to an extent by the Goodness of map measures. The WeVoS-SOM model proves
its real usefulness when representing a more complex data set rather than a simpler
one, as any additional complexity entailed in the calculation of an ensemble of maps,
is compensated by improvements in the visualization results. As an added advantage,
the algorithm has a lower computational complexity than other previously presented
ensemble fusion algorithms. While previous models performed their calculations on the
entire extension of the maps that were to be fused, the WeVoS-SOM performs calculations only on homologous neurons and their neighbourhoods in the respective maps
of the ensemble; resulting in a less extensive algorithm in computational terms. A novel modication of previous algorithms to carry out fusion of Self-Organizing Maps
ensembles, called Fusion by Ordered Similarity, has also been presented, analysed and
compared with two earlier models on which it is based and WeVoS. Fusion by Ordered
Similarity improves the results of both models on which it is based with respect to their
respective worst aspects; but fails to outperform either models with respect to their
best aspects. Future work will involve upgrading the Weighted Voting Superposition
algorithm to improve its results by testing and comparing several dierent variants.
These include the use of boosting meta-algorithms that are adapted to this kind of model or the application of the meta-algorithm presented in this study to other topology
preserving algorithms, in order to identify and to test improvements in a wider range
of real-world data sets and problems. Also the application of the WeVoS algorithm
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to some other specic algorithms of the topology preserving family of models will be
explored.
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A Experiments Parameters

Experiments performed, with their corresponding data sets, algorithms and training parameters and the gures displaying the results for each experiment.

Data Set
Iris

SOM Parameters
size
15x10

Algorithm
SOM

iterations

1500

learning
rate
neighb.
func.

0.1

Fusion
Distance
Fusion
Similarity

c:1
σ :10

Fusion Parameters
num.
105
inputs
num.
105
inputs
num.
105
inputs
σu
0.02
σf
σc

Fusion
Ordered
Similarity
WeVoS

num.
inputs
num.
inputs
quality
measure

Figures
1a, 3, 8a
1b, 3, 8b
1c, 3

0.7
0.8
105

1d, 3, 8c

105

1e, 3, 8d

goodness
of map

Table 2: Parameters for the experiments with the Iris data set

Data Set
Cancer

SOM Parameters
size
25x20

Algorithm
SOM

iterations

5000

learning
rate
neighb.
func.

0.1

Fusion
Distance
Fusion
Similarity
Fusion
Ordered
Similarity

c1 :2
σ1 :18
c2 :1
σ2 :20

Fusion Parameters
num.
525
inputs
num.
525
inputs
num.
525
inputs
num.
525
inputs
σu
σf
σc

WeVoS

num.
inputs
quality
measure

0.02
0.7
0.8
525

Figures
4, 6a, 9a
4, 6b, 9b
4, 6c
4, 6d, 9c

4, 6e, 9d

goodness
of map

Table 4: Parameters for the experiments with the Cancer data set

A Weighted Voting Summarization of SOM Ensembles
Data Set
Wine

SOM Parameters
size
25x20

Algorithm
SOM

iterations

2000

learning
rate
neighb.
func.

0.1

Fusion
Distance
Fusion
Similarity

c:1
σ :5
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Fusion Parameters
num.
125
inputs
num.
125
inputs
num.
125
inputs
σu
0.015
σf
σc

Fusion
Ordered
Similarity
WeVoS

num.
inputs
num.
inputs
quality
measure

0.7
0.8
125
125
goodness
of map

Table 6: Parameters for the experiments with the Wine data set

Figures
5, 7a,
10a
5, 7b,
10b
5, 7c

5, 7d,
10c
5, 7e,
10d
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B Additional Figures

(a) Single SOM

(b) Fusion by Distance

(c) Fusion by Similarity

(d) Fusion by Ordered Similarity

(e) WeVoS
Figure 6: The ve models (four ensemble fusion models and the single model) discussed in the paper embedded into a 2D representation of the Wisconsin Breast Cancer
data set. Both the data set and the grids were projected over the rst two Principal
Components calculated from the data set.
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(a) Single SOM

(b) Fusion by Distance

(c) Fusion by Similarity

(d) Fusion by Ordered Similarity

(e) WeVoS
Figure 7: The ve models (four ensemble fusion models and the single model) discussed
in the paper embedded into a 2D representation of the Wine data set. Both the data
set and the grids were projected over the rst two Principal Components calculated
from the data set.
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(a) Single SOM

(b) Fusion by Distance

(c) Fusion by Ordered Similarity

(d) WeVoS

Figure 8: Iris data set represented over the 2D map obtained by the single SOM and
the three dierent fusion algorithms under study.
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(a) Single SOM

(b) Fusion by Distance

(c) Fusion by Ordered Similarity

(d) WeVoS

Figure 9: Cancer data set represented over the 2D map obtained by the single SOM
and the three dierent fusion algorithms under study.
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(a) Single SOM

(b) Fusion by Distance

(c) Fusion by Ordered Similarity

(d) WeVoS

Figure 10: Wine data set represented over the 2D map obtained by the single SOM
and the three dierent fusion algorithms under study.

